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ABSTRACT -
A dissertatioh proposal Is made to study the

development of materialistic' values during the year of middle .

. childhood and to deterMine,whether the pattern .df developMent is
different for children of various ages ,'sexes and-socioeconomic
backgrounds..The development of materialistic values will be studied
in regard to the beliefs of children during-the elementary school
years about the instrumental value of materials goods for attaining
certain- goals for ends..' he major portion of the study will be
concerned with developing an interview instrument which will consist
of a set of standard questions combining multiple choice, paired
comparison, and questions andIstories involving objectively scorable
-open-ended responses..The instrument will be administered
.individually to 120'boys and-girls aged five, eight and eleven years.
The children wills be selected at random, half from a lower class-And
half from a middle class,elementary school.EReliability will be
determined using a split-half technique.. An analysis of variance will
Le'scomputed for each' of the scales..(kuthor/iP4
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Purpose

the purpose of this invei'tigation is to study the development of
'materialistic values durint.the years of middle childhood and to deter-
mine whether the patteriror development is different for of

. various ages,.sexes and socioeconomic backgrounds. *)

Introduction

Writers in many fields have expressed concern about the materialistic
nature-of..American society.. thpy have noted that the predilection of
people in our culture for acquiring material- goods is motivated by the
search for happiness. In addition there is a propensity for individuals
to use material goods as a means to attainsocial acceptance, approval
and status.

Moreover, in his efforts to attain these goals,wthe individual is
constantly trying to obtain goods which the social grZup has---hOquired.
He believes these will lead to the gratification and happiness he
perceives that others enjoy. However, the pursuit of these primary
goals through material goods leads one astray from attaining intrinsic
and lasting satisfaction. As many writers have asserted, the amassing
of material goods in the hope of gaining these encs is really a hollow
victory.

Thus ttfe emphasis on material goods and the sacrifices made in order
to obtain them has peen regarded as a contributing factor tp what ob-
servers have called the alienation of individuals ,from each other and
the "emotional bankruptcy " .,vf our- society. It has been cited as a salient
reason for the dissatisfaction of young people who perceive our society
as hypocritical and false. These disaffected youth, a large proportion
of whom come from affluent families, claim that the sacrifices made in
the effort to acquire more and more material goods have been at the expense
of meaningful moral and spiritual value?.

In light of *these observations, it seems imperative that an exploration
be undertakeiiof the Way in which material goods are viewed and valued'
by children. A

This study will adopt the framework utilized by social psychologists
in their study of values and beliefs. Within this framework values are
differentiated into two types: Those which serve as ends, the goals to
which the individual strives; and those whish serve as means, the behaviors
he employs in order to attain these ends. Practically all materialistic
values are instrumental valuesv ,,material goods are 'valued because it is
believed.that their possession will lead to attainment of desired goals.
Thus, in order' to determine-some of the underlying bases for the develop-
ment of materialistic values, this study will focus 'on the development
of children's beliefs about the relationship between possession of material
goods and the achievement Of valued ends.

.....,...SUR71..ARY.



It is proposed that materialistic values develop in three phases.
During each of these phases there is a shift in emphasis on the goals
which material goods are used to attain. During the-first phase!, the child
values material goods for reasons intrinsic to the nature of the goods
themselves. The goals heseeks are fur., pleasure, comfort, which these
goods can provide. During the second phase, the child further values
material goods because they provide the opportunity for interpersonal con-
tact and group activity. The goals he seeks are acceptance and approval
fro" his peers. Duringthe third phase, the child, in addition to valuing
objects as instrumental means to fun andsocial acceptance, values material
goods as symbols. He seeks possession in order to attain the goal of status
or prestige.

at.

Statement of problem

The major focus of this dissertation wilLbe on the development of
materialistic values. These will hestudied ih regard to the beliefs. of
children during the elementary school years about the instrumental value
of material goods. for attaining certain goals or ends.- Children at
three different age levels will be studied in an effort td determine the
point at which different phases of materialistic values reach fruition.
These phases will also be studied in relation to sex differences and
differences in socioeconomic status.

Hypotheses

1. The ielative.strength of the value of attainment of social.gOals
as compared to the value of acquiring material goods to be enjoyed in and
of themselves will increaie with age; when given a choice between acquisition
of a material good' and engaging in a social activity, older children more
than younger will prefer the latter option.

2. The goals toward which material goods are perceived as. instrumental
will become more social with increasing age; when given a choice of
reasons for acquiring material goods, older children more than younger will
choose reasons concerned with social acceptance or social status.

3. Children's beliefs'about the necessity of possessing material
goods in order tp reach thesegoals will change with age; older children
mors.than younger will believe that social acceptance or prestige cannot
be attained with material goods; youngei children more than older will
believe that fun cannot be attained without material goods.

4. Beliefs about the relation between possession of material goods
and the attainment of desired endsiwill change with age; older children
will believe that material goods are associated with social acceptance
and prestige. Younger children will believe that material goods are
associated with fun.

ii
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Instrument

The major portion of this study will be concerned with developing

, an instrument which can be used to test fhehypotheses.. The final form

of the instrument will consist of a set of standard luestions, which will
combine.multiple choice and paired comparison items as well as questions
and stories involving objectively scoreable open-ehded responses. Pictures

illustirating the situationt-Ascribed will accompany the items where

appropriate.
The instrument will be individually administered in the form of a

standard aerview. It is anticipated that the time for testing will be

approximately twenty minutes for each'child.,

,

PrOcedure for devblo ment of the instrument

The procedure fogdeveloping this instrument is as follows:
1. Clarification of the item set. For each of the hypotheses an appro-
priate set of questions will be developed. For each set, item generating

rules and prototype items based on these rules have teen described. In

addition, several alternitivi options for designing items have been proposed.

2. Preliminary testing. Items based on the prototype described will be
developed and tested during intensive individual interviews with a sample.
of children: The purpose of this procedure is,to determine whether the
item foimats for each set of questions aTe actually getting at the belie?s

and values sought. Thus children4s reasons for their responses will be
used to assess their understanding of the questions, the suitability of
wording of the items, the equal desirability of alternate choices op

paired comparison questions and the appropriateness of response formats.
On the basis'of this information, the best options for writing items will
be chosen. If necessary, modifications of generating rules themselves

will be made.

'3. Judgment of face validity. After a prototype instrument hAs been devel-
oped and tested during individual interviews, the\set of questions for
each scale will be judged by three individuals with different expertise
in their knowledge Of children. In order to establish face validity for
the scales, the'judges will rate items with regard to Ca) the conformity
of the item to the generating rule for the scale; (b) the appropriateness
of the item for children of different ages, sexes, and socioeconomic
backgrounds; (c) the comprehensibility of the items for young children.
In addition, 'the judges will be asked to rate the total set, of items on
each scale with regard to the adequacy of the,pool for sampling various
aspects of the construct under investigation. Comments-and suggestions

of the judges will be used to refine and eliminate items.

4. Formal testinj of the experimental instrument. An experimental form
of 'the instrument administered to a sample of children representa-
tive of the population to be used in the final phase of the study. The'

purpose of this procedure is to refine the scales. Distribution of re-

sponses for each item will be computed. Items for which over 80% of the
children respond similarly will be eliminated in order to increase variance

iii
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--and reliability of the sCales. In addition, in order to increase homo-
geneity of questions on each scale, a factor analysis will he conducted
to identify those items Which for various reasons seem unrelatea,to
the construct being measured by the stale.

Date Collection

After completion of the steptoutlined above, the final form of
the instrument will be adthinisiered individually to 120-boys and girls,
ive,eight and eleven*years of age. The children-will-be selected at-
random; half will be from a-lower class and half from a middle class
elementary school. .

Data AnaJALL

Reliabililky of the instrument will be determined using a split half.
technique. As tess of the hypotheses an-analysis of variance will be

'computed for each of the scales in order to determine whether there are
significant.differences:between children of diffirent ages, sexes,and
socioeconomic- backgrounds with regard.to various patternt ofibeliefs
about the instrumental value of material goods for facilitating the
attainment of desired goals.: If available, :measure's of mental,ability-
will be Used to determine whether this factor is related to scores on
these- scales.

Significance

The results of this study .will- have both theoretical and prictital
implicaVions,-The data will provide evid regarding the divelop-
ment, turing.tidale childhood, of beliefs Mach form the basis of one
value which has been -considered by-many to be significant-in our c4ilture.
These findings will-gad to our 'understanding of-the growth of values
during the socialization process. In addition, the instrument will
operationally clirifYthe nature of beliefs underlying materialistic values
and may serve; therefore, at auseful-tool for other related studies. -

Knowledge about the develppMent of children's -values4with regard to
.m,aterial goods can be utilized in educational planning-and curriculum
evelopment.

iv



INtkODUCTION

One crucial factor for. th understanding of human- behavior is an

appreciation of the individual's system of values. /Theoretically, values

have been conceptualized as motivational forces which give direction to

behavior by influencing the selection of goals toward which the.individual

will strive, as well as the paths he will_choose for attaining these goals.

For example, a widely accepted definition of valuei Ts that advanced by

Kluckhohn (1951). He considers Values as complex principles which oiganize

and, ve direction to human acts and, thoughts as they rel'ate to the solution

of human problems. Values are "conceptions, explicit dr implicit, distinc-

tive of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable, which

influences the selection from available modes, means and-ends of action

( Kluckhohn, 1951, p. 395)."

Several theorists have suggested that values result from the 'dynamic

interplay of three distinguishable elements of the evaluative process:

the cognitive; the affective and the directive (e.g. Williams, 1968).

Psychologists interested in the development of values have focused*

on the directive aspect of values in terms of behavior in controlled

'laboratory studieS (e.g. Huckaby, 1969; Midlarsky & Bryan,.1967);.the

affective nature of values by examining children's expressed preferences

for different situations or behaviors (e.g. Gorsuch, 1971; Guilford,

Gupta & Goldberg, 1972; Wasserman, 1971); the cognitive nature of yalues

by studying the reasoning underlying-the child's responses when presented

with a moral dilemma (e.g. Piaget, 1948; Kohlberg, ;963); and the cognitive

bases underlying the development of social attitudes and values by

1



investigating the child's perceptions and beliefs

racial, religious, and ethnic groups (e.g. Radke,

1949; Stendler, 1949; Zeligs, 1953; 1954; 1955):

with regard to

Trager, acid Davis,

These endeavors are of import for educators, who increasingly

have turned their attention to the affective along with thelradi-

tional intellectual aspects of education (e.g. Holt, 1964; Krathwohl,

Bloom, & Masia, 1956; Scriven, 1966). Emphasizing the fact that the

/ 4
school plays an important role in the sodialization process, ?they,

stress that a major task of education must be to nourish vanes which

will-be commensurate with-the emotional ani social well being of the

child-as he develops into a future citizen. Directing himself to this

t topic, Mussen (1968) has asserted, "We need more information about how

values may be taught in the school...Before we can do anythiyg we have

to eve some means Wevaluating the value structure of children and
I

assessing change. This in itself is a most diffibult problem (p.240):'

One .system of Ifalyes about which little' is
,

Icnown with regard

to children, but -which has been noted as prevalent in American society,

is that of materialism. The emphasis placed on money and waterier

A
goods in our culture has been discussed by writers in many fields;

Their discussions have generally been Concarned with both the predilection

of people in our society- teacquireA;aeerial goods and the fact that

to a large extent these material objects are used to satisfy what

are regarded as "nsonirsateriar/motives tor values. (e.g. Bauer E.' Greyser,

1968)

speculationd as to the fercei which have'contributed to this

concern with material obje ts have been put forth by historians,
,

s
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sbciologiats,I anthropologists. In generab the

consensus is that-Materialism as,a cultural pattern stemaofrom

.

ithe-stress plactd.on equality and opportmlities for achievement in

A

American society (e.g.Berthoff, 1960; protein, 1941; LiSset,'1961i
,.&

Parsons, 1961).

Historitally, the emphasis placed on social equality eliminated

class barriers 'and opened to all, the routes-to more advantageoUs Social

and econiitid positions. This fact when coupled with the emphasis on

individual initiative and succes in the competitive market made

achievement and social mobilit ghly valued and not unattainable

-goal..-Money and material:404/as the visible mahifestation,of success

' gained increasing importance as evidence of one's worth and as symbolic
*it

. - .

of ones,life achievement (e.g. Desmonde, 1962; Horney, 1937; Weber,

1936). The Motive-behind the acquisition of goods is the desire to

provide visible and tangible evidencetthat one has indeed succeeded (Brogan,

1941; Packard, 1950; Veblen, 1899). Thus, the acquisition of money and

material goods as symbolic of achievement and as a storehouse of

social approval become important to an individual's feeling of self
.

worth and'self esteem and their` acquisition become a sign of a life

well spent.

Clinicians and psychoanalysts have made similar observations.

Knight (1967) notes that in a socie.v'which places high value on

.

competitive success, success as measured by material things haq.

become identified with security and self esteem. This quest for

m- oney and-material goods, according to psychoanalyst, is'motivated

by the desireto find something akin to a magical charm for attaining

3
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emotional security by the social approval they accord. Thus,

material possessions often become invested with emotional significance

to the point of becoming extensions of one ego (e.g. Fenichel, 1954;

1

.

Ferinczi,1954).

Thisisame observation was made-by William James (1890),

other (e.g',..Jourara, 1964; Mead, 1934), James,asserted that one

m#jor influence on the individual's self esteem .:'s
ther

re`f*ected
, .

appraisal of others; material objects as extensions of theself are

an important aspect byitgich we are judged by other,s. Utilizing these

clinical insights, researchers in consumer behavior have found-that the

individual perceives products that he owns, or would like to owr4n

'terms of the symbolic meaning to himself and others; congruence

between, the symbolic image of a product.and,the consumer's .self

image implies greater probability of positive evaluation preference or

ownership- of 'a.product-(Dolich, 1969.1- Garainer, 1964; Levy, 1959): Others

have explained purchasing behavior in a
*
similar fashion; utilizing Freudian

-

theories of sublimation of libidinalenergy and Adleriati-the;ries'of the
)

. *
need_to corensate for feelingi of inferiority and,drives for power.

they have noted the importance of the symbolic meaninigof material goods

for satisfying individual needs and desires'(Dichter, 1966.?1964;

lff

MarEineau, 1957).

r
Sociologists have also noted the face that material goods .

are not only used as sibbols Of achievement,, but as projections oWI''
-iii

, 4.
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,

a particular image r role to which the individual aspires. Erifh

*

,

Fromm (194 has written of thCrise of a personality type he dalls

the rmarketi orientation." The main feature of this orientation

is that the, individual's feeling f identify and Self worth become based

4
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on, the individual's ability to sill his personality:in the market

plate. Rather than being

individual, cultivates the

concerned Frith develoOng hat= qualitiesithe

ability to play a role.' He adapts his

personality in Order tp conform to the- image'which is currently in
?. ..

,

, n i . ..---

voguelbutwhich is readily exchangeable if another becomes. more

lashiOnable. Acquisition of the a opriate material accoutrements for

this image-is of necessity so that the- individual .can look,and

behave in a fashion suitable fOr the role he,haS adopted: The result',
I '

From suggests,- is that the individual becomes alienated'frOm his own

humannessand unique characteristlics. -Instead, he molds his peraonalitY

temeet other's expectations,.seeking after material-goods which are

-

symbolic projections of an image that bring's approval from others.

David Riesman '6.950) in a sociological analysis similar to

that of Fromm's has noted the Shift'from concet with the problems of

production to those of consumption in our culture/. he suggests that

-this accounts in part for the transformation of the modal American social

character from inner to other direction. A major aspect of this

ori.entation is the Shift from relianOilon internal norms and standards

to a dependence on\the norms and-standards of others for behavioral

guidance; the chief value becomes to like and to be liked by others.

The result is, -that the other directed man is characterized by an

orientation to situational rather than internalized goals, extreme

sensitivity to the opinions of others, a desire to conform on both

' internal as well-as external experience, and an excessive need for the

approval of others. APpr6Val is bestowed on those who embrace the

momentarily right consumption preferences, the "fandoms and lingoes"

5
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of-the peer group,. Thus;%the consumption preferences of the .group
,

1
.

replace individngl wants as givenstso that in t "e riealm of consimption

1

of goods Riesman speaks of "objectless craving"-in which the craving
-

itself is "for the shtisfactions others seem tochave and transcends
.

--.2-" '
.

,
J.

, 1

the desire for Speific objects (p. 80). The result is an insatiable,

--,

N .4". , ,-.
,

,_

,..-

.

quest for the material-goods others own. This is motivated by the .

hope that the,possession of these gOods will bring the individual'tb,
4 - . ''

satisfactions which he believes others who- possess these goods enjoy.,
Moreover,.impetus for this euestis ftbviided by advertising,

, !

..

Bayer & GreYser tl9611).ha've asserted thatl!r4,gardless=,of4hae're-

evaluation may emerge as to the nature-of our materialisti/cIocietY,

it is inescapable that advertising plays so Alikortant role'.in *.

Advertising is thdpkchef means'for'commuhicating(and reinforcing}
.-

. -.'
. . ..

,

to people the range of reasons for'whiCh they might lent, to aiquird

I' I

material objects (p. 368)%*

Adveitisements are created to,Iplay upon basic needs like sex;-

excitement, status. By activating the e -needs and promising that the

purchase of material goods will-lead to their fy advertiiin

acts upon the unconscious:` It not only creates dis'satisfaction but

.4--
raises, the intensity of the needs themselves along with.s4delating

)0he'iluest for material goodi with whi to satisfy these needs,

McLuhaw (194) has asserted that theorm and arrangement of

--the images presented in advertisementsiwhich he-compares to.coniplex
.

iconS have powerful effect" on our Unconscious. Research evidence'
I

attests to the gradual, subtle an covert influence o advertising

and points to the fact that leayning from inigges present ay take,

place far from cons-aeons processes (Krugman,-1965;,1966; ql971),

6

p.
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In summary, observations by those who have considered the ,

nature and causes of materialism in o society point to thelect

that one reason for the emphasis place on the acquisition of material

goods is the motivation to gain the avorable opinion of others.

'The value placed on material possessions, therefore, lies not in

the nature of ,the goods themselves, but deriveg from their ability to

erYlance our feelings ef,self esteem as a result of the social recogni-
."

tion and approval th417E-instrilmental in attaining. A second reason,

which Riesman (1950) has pointed out, and to which advertising is a

)

--prime contributor, is-the illogical belief that possession of material

:71
goods which others own-will result in'the attainment of satisfactions

which we perceive them to enjoy;. Thus, material goods become symbLls

of "the good life," which, howeveriwhen'attained,'often fail to bring

the promised gratifications.'

The result is that the emphasis on extrinsic paths for attaining

satisfactions and security at the expense of what might be more intrinsic

and meaningful routes, has dLeterious consequences for both society and

its members. The quest for material goods and the sacrifices made for
AR

-"41
their attainment has 'been ncted as one cause of alientation, dissKatis-

.

faction,' and as a_co"ntributing factor to what has gen termed the

"emotional bankruptcy" of American culture (e.g. Desmond, 1962;
1

ti

Marcuse, 1965 ; Reich,1970 ).' Observers of youthful unrest have pointed
. .

to the fact that one major cause of consternat,lon is the perception 5)1

young persons that our society is hypoCritical and has sold its values .

for material and'financial gain at the expense
,its

moral stature
..:,..-

(Flack, 1969; Kenniston,W69 ). Those who have written about th

"counter culture" have noted the deemPhasis on material goods.in

7



favor of a quest for more spiritual and intrinsic means of self

fulfillment (e.6 King, 1972; Reich, 1970; Rozak,.1969; Slater, 1970).

In view/of these observations and in light of the fact that as

.1
yet no data exists which can give insight into the growth of children's

,

values and cognitions with regard to material goods, systematic explora-

tion of these questions seem necessary. Thus, research which can provide

insight into the, growth oematerialism in children seems essential.
9

' A conceptual framework forstudying materialism
.

_

Several different theoretical orientations might be adoptA such as

sociological, psychological, or social leariiing'in order to piovide A

conceptual framework for materialism. In addition, materialism might

be investigated in relation to cultural patterns, child rearing practices

'or individ6al personality diffetences. For the purpose of this study,

the framework/itsed by social psychologists in their study of the relation

Vbetween values, attitudes and beliefs will be adopted.

One problem in adopting this framework, however, is the difficulty of

determining whether to regard materialism as an attitude or a value.

Those who have reviewed various theoretical and experimental aspects

of the literature on social psychology hate pointed to the lack of

agreeinent concerning the definition of these constructs, and to

the absence of a clear operational demarcation between them

(e.g. Dukes, 1955; Levitin, 1970; McGuire, 1969). Values and

attitudes both have been defined as things to do (activities),

things to happen (sittiritions), things to be (personal qualities).

They have been studied with regard to objects, goals, persons,

situations, states of heipg, activities, events and behaviors.

S



Theoretically, both are pdatulated as central to the way in which

an individual structures his world. Theyaffect behavior by influencing

the individual's selection of means, modes and ends-of action (e.g.

Kluckhohn, 1951; Pepper, 1958; Albert, 1q68; McGuire, 1969; Rokeach,
regards

1968). For example, Williams (1968) "'ValueS as (1) conceptual in nature,

(2) abstractions drawn from the flex of individual experiencesi (3)-

which are affectively char.ped, (4) representing, actual or potential

emotional mobilization (5) which become the-criteria by which goals are_,

chosen. This conaqitualization is remarkably similar to a widely
cc.

. .

accepted definition of attitudes advanced by Aliport (1936). According

to Allport, attitudes are (lra mental and neural state (2) of readiness'-

to respond (3) organized (4) through experience (5) exerting a directive

Andior dynamic influence on behavior.

AlthoUgha definite delineation has not been made between values

and attitudes, in general, most researchers have viewed the di;tinction

in terms of a continuum varying from the general to/the specific.

Values are placed near the former and attitudes near the latter end of

this continuum. Thus, values may be regarded as being fewer in number,

more general, less situation bound and more resistant to modification

than attitudes. Rokeach (1968) has stated that values differ from

attitudes because an attitude may represent several beliefs focused on

a specific object or situation where a value is a belief, that transcen-

dentally guides action and judgments across speCific situations. Several \

theorists have suggested, in fact, that values preceed and give rise

to attitudes (e.g. Novell-Smith, 1954; Jones & Gerard, 1967; Rosenberg, 195



Carlson, 1956).

Operationally, the same confusion which is evident in terms of the

theoretical difference between attitudes and values also existS regarding

the empirical distinction between them. The prevailing practice,

however, is to conceive of values as ratings or preferences while

attitudes are regarded as expressions of affect or feeling (e.g. Smith,

1966; Fishbein, 1967; Levitin, 1970;"Guilford, Oupta, & Goldberg, 1972).

Thus, attitudes have been measured by asking respondents to indicate

agreement or disagreement with various statements, selected because

they are assumed to indicate approval or disapproval with regard to the

_object, concbpt Zr situation under consideration. Ihe result typically,

involves a single score that places the respondent somewhere on an

affective continuum of favorableness to unfavo,lableness. Valtr, however,

have been studied in terms of stated Rreferencts for different

. I
ideas, activities or states using rankings, p4red comparison, 0-sorts, car

verbal reports (e.g. Allpdrt, Vernon, 1931; Aokeach, 1968; Norris, 1956;1

1

In light of the fact that the purpose of this study is to examine

Gordon-, 10q).

the growth of a general orientatiOn toward and desire for material

goods rather than affect or feeling with regard to specific objects,

matgrialism will be studied as a value and investigated with regard to

the development of a value system. In addition, this study will adopt

a prevailing mode of characterizing values adopted by many psychologists

and sociologists, which distinguishes between values which serve as ends

and values which serve as means. For example, Wodruff (1952) has

=

10



suggested that values have two principle roles: an end which is sought

over'other ends and a path which is'preferred over other paths. Barthol &

Bridges (1968) define values as entities, events ol-behaviors that tlre

wanted or preferred, whether as ends in themselves or as means to

other values. English & English (1958) define values as abstract con-

cepts that define far the individual what ends or means to an end are

desirable. Rokea.ch (19.68) has labeled values which serve as means as

instrumental values aid values wl-ich serve as ends, as terminal values.

For the purpose of.this study material values wfll be defined as

instrumental values. Material goods are valued because their possession

is-perceived as instrum t 1.for the attainment laf desired ends or goalt.

Accordtng to those who hav discussed materialism, material goods ar

used to.attain three different ends. M ate rial goods are valued in orde

to attain (1) goals intrinsic to the nature of the goods themselves,

such as fun, pleasure comfort; (2) goals extrinsic to the nature of

the goods such as social acceptance and approvaly"or (3) goals concerned

with the symbolic nature of goods such as status, image or prestige.

An important aspect of the study of instrumental values is the

investigation of the individual's beliefs about the potential of

objects, behaviors or situations for satisfying needs and desires (e.g.

Adler, 1956; Peak, 1955; Carlson, 1956; Rosenberg, 1956). Fishbein (1962)

defines beliefs as indicating a Person's perceptions or cognitions in

terms of the verbalizations he makes regarding the relation between

two cognitive categories when neither defines the other. This definition

includes beliefs about whether an object will lead to or block the

11



attainment of valued goals or valued states.

/

Therefore, in order to study the dekelopment of materialistic,

values, it-is necessary.tolmvestigate the d6elopment of the child's

beliefs about the instrumentality of material goods for attaining

. desired goals; in'essence these beliefs may be regarde as theiunder-

/

-lying foundation of materialistic values. Morover, several researchers
fp,

hale noted that the marlyhelxefs of the child are 'often retained and
/

form theiprimary-cognitive base upon which social values and attitudes
.$

devillop (e.g. Proshansky, 1966; HardiAg, 1969): Thus many wha have

studied social,values in young children 'have focused on the development ,

of perceptions with regard to different social class, religious, ethnic,

national and political groups (e.g. Radke, Trager & David, 1948;

Stendler, 1949; Zeligs, 1953; 1954; Greenstein, 196) .
elk

"am
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STATEMENT OF 111E PROBLEM

A considerable amount of concern has been expressed-about the

emphasis placed on-the accumulation,of-material.goods in our society.

It has been suggestedthat this materialistic value system is based

on{ the need to satisfy certain aspirations'anddesires. Certainly

*ill-adults, material goods are instrutientai mans for achieving valued-

\ends and goals. However, very Itule is known 'abbut when and how

perceptions' with regard to the utnitTof goodg as leading to more

intrinsic satisfactions become inculcated ih yoi;4'cUldren.

_

In an effort to deterTine some of the bases underlying the forma-

i

tion of materialistic values, this study will examine the development

during the years of middle childhood of several aspects of beliefs

about the instrumentality of material goads for attaining valued

I

N,

The first aspect is the relative strength of preference fora,

thing (for its own sake) as contrasted with ial,activity. The

goals.

second aspect is the relative strength of three bases for valuing

material goods: (a) as instrumental for fun and pleasure; (b) as

leading to social acceptance and providing the opportunity for social

interaction; and (c) as symbols whichAend prestige and status to their

owners. -The third, is the child's beliefs about the necessity of
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REVIEW OF gELATBD AESEARCHTH CHILD OEVE%0PMENT
_ N

There-is little experimental evidence iivaA§b11: which is related

directtylio the, topic of materialism. -However, results of iavesti-

.

gations involving several aspeits of child psychology,stiggest the

. probability that the development of materialistic values consists-

of three phases. During the -first phasei material goods are value

for reaSoreintrinsic to the nature of the object § themselves
,

as the fun and pleasure or confort they pro vide). During -theS U C

-
second phase, material goods are valued not.only for'fun, but because

they are instru ntal -means for attaining acceptanc e by the-child's-%

peers and provij1e the opportunity. for group activity. During the
----.

.--- _

NI
-IM ,-.

third-'Phase, material goods are valued for the additional reason that they

serve as symbolic indicators which lend prestige and status to the owner.

Thus, as the goals which material goods are used to attain become

more numerous as the child develops, it is not surprising that

the value placed on material goods annenrs so salient.

Age Differences.

Descriptive studies of child development point to the acuisitiveness

of the young child. By 21 months the child has attained the generalized

concept of "mine (Spitz, 1949), and after this point, possessiveness and

the desire for possessions increases rapidly (Ames, 1952; Gesell, et al.,

1943). It has been observed that during the egocentric period, where

the child is preoccupied with hisZown needs and activities, many of his

initial responses to others his age are negative, involving ,zonflicts

ii
&e over possession. Ames (1952) describes the child as follows:25
222
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'I

wantn everythingto-come to him; His chief

interpersonalrelationwith other children is the

Acquisition of objecti and the protection of any

object.which he is using, has used, or might use.'

Rurther indicationof children's concern material goods

.
is provided by the studies'of the wishes of children. Cobb (1954)

has indicated that wishes should be considered as goal directed' and
/

3.

as expression's of values; they are infiications of the aspirations

of the child within his llife space. Results indicate that a large

71

percentage of the wishes of preschool 'and. elementary school children are

for material objects (Abels, 1972, Cobb, 1954;6 Jersild, et.al., 1933;

Wilson, 1938; Witty & Leopoi, 1939). I

The high value young children= place_ on material goods is-also-

indicated by theact that children have fairly well formed positive

stereotypes about ;eople with "lots of money" and/ "negative stereotypes

dbout people with "only a little money" (Stendler1949). A pilot

study by the author confirms this finding. 'Five year olds associate

having "lots of things" with such positive characteristics as "being

happy, good, nice, smart"; "having only a few things" is associated

with the opposite characteristics. Moreover, sociometric work suggests

r- ---

that not only do these stereotypes persistas the child matures but

that they play a role in the-formation of, friendship. patterns in the

classrooM (e.g., Ncugarten, 1946; Cook, 4945).

Child-rearing practices may; -also influence the development of

materialistic values. Child specialists (e.g. Feldman, 1957) dis-

courage withholding money or ioodA is disciplinary measures. Practices

like the purchase of presents as a reward for good behavior are thought

16
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likely to strengthen the child's tendency to associate money and' ,

,

material goods -with love and approval. Thus, in putting a material-

,..
.

6. .
!:

price on the child's behavior, parents may be encouraging false

motivations and values with regard to material goods. Moreover,

.7
Ausubel (1954) indicates that children who do not feel intrinsically

. ./

valued by their parent are likely to attempt to -gain feelingelof

-worth when associating with others by emphasizing extrinsic means,
,

such as material goods, for attaining approval.

In addition, the child's exposure to advertOements designed to

convince him to buy things by associating happiness, populayity and

prestige with their possession, may have an important effect on the

value which young children places on material goods. AlthoUgh little

-,_::.____
. work has been done in an effort to explorarthe influence of commercials

,

on children's attitudes and liallies-i-studies of the effects of media

programming on children's attitudes and behavior (e.g. Maccoby, 1964} .

point to the fact that advertising may play a major role in promoting

materialistic values. Results from a study by Ward (1971) indicate

__that young chilcired not only pay close attention to advertisements but

request many of the goods-they have seen.

There are indications that the young child's concern with material

goods is a reflection of the relative egocentricism, concreteness and

hedonism characteristic of this age level. Thus, he,is primarily

interested in acquiring goods with'which he has had experience (Murphy,

1937 ) or which he has seen others enjoy (Wells, 1965). It seems 'leo'

.

probable, therefore, that the young child values material goods for

their.own sake for reasons intrinsic to the nature Of the goods

17
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themselves in terms of the fun or pleasure they afford.

However, a second phase of materialistic values may evolve

as the child becomes,1#creasingly socially oriented. Evidence

indicates that the child not only bigins to evaluate himself in

comparison with others (Masters, 1972; Veroff, 1972) but aisO becomes

increctaingly concerned' with how others evaluate ;him. He becomes

increasingly-desirous of gaining acciptance by his peers. Ate;earch
7

-indicates that the peer group takes on increasing importance 4s7;i

socializing agent during the elementary school years' and-beComei-a;-
,

.. ,_. .

.

major source approval (Bronfenbrenner, 1970; Tevereux; 1968;

Hartup,1970) In order to gain approval, the child, after the age.of seven

C . ,

conforms increasingly to peer group standards and judgments (Constanzo
,-

. .

& Shaw, 19 0 Iscoe,Williaii-& Harvey, 1964;_ McConnell, 1963). Ble. also
. , 4, -

_,, . I.

---begins7terIrish-for attributestthat bring'popularit}and prestige in.:
_ ...

.%- :,.

the eyes' of hispeers (Ausubel & Sullivan, 1970).
_ ---

In addition, experiences in school, on the playground Zr

vic riously through the media can provide the opportunity for children
/
/ .

.

-to cosi) are the amounts and types of goods they possess with those,owned

by others. This comparison can have powerful effectS on the child's

desire for mar,ariat objects, his,valuatiOn of them,-and thealanner in

which he wii. use them (Masters, 1966; 1969; 1972).

It seed likelyIthereforetthat during the early elementary school

years, the child's valuation of ma ial koods may begin to,shift.

In addition to desiring material objects for reasons which are intrinsic

to the nature of the goods themselves, he may desire material goods

18



because he believes that they are instrumental for gaining peer

acceptance and apProval. He may want gOods others have,-irrespective

of what they are, /in order to conformtO the norms of the group to

`gain acceptaimetand avoid disapproval. Alternatively, the child may

want goods which Others value but do not ha'Ve'in Order to'win

approval as a .result of the fact that he plAsesses Objects which

others can use and admire: 1n both cases, the child values material

goods Nat for their primary purpose,,but because they provide- .

opportunities for interpersonal contact And_peer'acceptance.

Moreover,/s the child Matures, the deyelopment of materialistic

Nvalues may-et,!ter a third phase. -During this phase th6. child values

material goods not only for the reasons of fun or direct social cod=

tact-thek provide, but as symbols, thepossession of which, lend

prestige to the owner.because they connote -a certain social status

or-desired image.

.,

Several factors may contribute to this shift in the'child's

valuation of material goods. First, his perceptions of the occupP-' 0
1 V

tional hierarchy and of the differential status and prestige accorded

individuals on
4

the basis of their economic success betode increasingly

accurate (e.g. Borow, 1966; Mess, 1970; Stewart, 1958). Second, he

,becomes cognizant of the economic bases for social stratification and

of the causes for success or failurein the economic syStem ,(Estevan,

1952; Simmons & Rosenberg .1971).

An additional factor. perhaps the,motimpOrtant, is that during

the period of the late elementary school-years, cognitively the child

developing moreftabstract and symbolic modes of thought. As-a result

19
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his ability t identify Material,syMbols as indications of social
V ,.

.

.
.

position and,economic success increases.

,

Stendler (1949)-reports that although first grade children
,

show le awareness of economic symbols of status, fourth grade

4
childr show a fairly accurate awareness of t.Rege symbols _both in

.

.

..t

. -
.

react'on.to pictures and in assessment oftheir peers.,. Cognizance of

. . ,

symbol c sigrificance of material goods increases in-sixth and eighth

,

i
. -----.

- f .
. t-

/ .

grades to e-point that children are very muchlike'adults in their(

ratings of pictures and peers.
Stewart-(19581 has alsashown that

fifth graders are aware of material possessions which are symbolic bf

differential prestige ail status in the occupational hierarchy.
-et*

Moreover, Ward (1971) found that a major reason that preadolescents

, .

,giVe'for watching TV commercials is

the attractive life styles poytrame

the wish to identify with

: t .

o obtain information ag to

the socAl value and signifidance of different products and brands.

In 4 similar fashion, studies-of person perception conducted,with
,

older adOle4cents and adults indicate that a. serial possessions are

impOrtant cues which we :utilize in forming impressions of others (81ake,'"'

1958 ; Luft, 1958) and i at these cues in fact may determine the nature

ani`txtent of interacts which_take place subsequently. Sommers

(19634 1964) has, also found, by using a Q sorting technique,, that sub-

jects are reliably able to describe themselves and others using pro-

tillers rather than adjectives. The fact that individuals are,a4le to

answer the question, "What kind of a person am I?" and "What kind.of

1 -

person is he?-",by Q sorting Material
possessions iuggest; that, Material

goods are symbolic indicators whose.poseesSion lends a particular image

20
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quality, or status to their owner.

In summary, the evidence cited above, suggests that the

development of materialistic values during the years of middle

4

childhood may progress through several
phases, which are related

to both the increasing social orientation and cogritive maturation

ofthe child. 'Moreover, it seems probable that these shifts in

the realtive-strength of the goals which material goods are

used to attain might occur during the early, middle and late

years of elementi'ry school/.

When the child
enters4chool at the age of five, he is still

egocentric and as yet not oriented to the peer group. We might expect

that he values material goods not for'social reasons but for reasons

which are intrinsic to the satisfactions or pleasures which the goods

provide. However, by the middle-of his elementary school years, the

chil'a has become increasingly socially oriented. During this period

.conformity to ^roup standards and concern with gaining peer acceptance

increases markedly
(Costanzo & Shaw, 1966; Hartup, 1970; Iscoe, Williams,

& Harvey, 1964; McConaell,.1963).
Thus, we might expec at the child

at age eight has entered the second phase in the deve t of

materialistic values and desires goods because they are instrumental

means of gaining peer approval and acceptance.

Moreover, at the end of his elementary school years, the child has

developed more abstract modes of thought. His ability to understand

and recognize the connotative
significance of material goods has in-

creased. Thus, we might expect that by the age of eleven, he desires

material goods not only for their ability to provide opportunities for

social contact, but because the mere fact of possession may lend him

prestige and status in the eyes of his peers.

21
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Social Class Differences.

In addition to the evidence from studies of child development

which suggests that the nature of materialistic values may change with

age, several lines of evidence also point to the possibility that the

rate of change may not be the same for children of middle and low socio-

economic backgrounds. Several'recent reviews have noted the differences

in values held by individuals in the middle and lower classes (e.g.

Guilford, Gupta, Goldberg, 1972; Hess, 1969). A widely discussed

experiment by Bruner & Goldman (1947) in which they attempted to

relate perception to values provides evidence that children of poor

backgrounds value monet more than those of middle class backgrounds;

children of poor backgrounds accentuated the size of coins more

than did those from well-to-do backgrounds. These results,have been

replicated with varying degrees of success in several experiments

(Blout, 1970; Carter & Schooler, 1949; Dorfman & Zajonc, 1963; Holzkamp,

1965; Rosenthal, 1951). f

More recently, psychologists have speculated about the differing

reward systems of children from lower class socioeconomic backgrounds

as compared with those from middle class backgrounds in their effort

to explain why such children exhibit poorer intellectual'achievement

than their middle class.counterparts. Haviyghurst (1970) has proposed

that for all children rewards and punishments initially consist of

tangible objects such as food or toys or of painful stimulation. With

physiological maturation, additional types of reward punishment systems

begin to develop; the first to appear involves praise and disapproval
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from other persons. He suggests that the reward-punishment systems of

lower class disadvantaged children evolve less rapidly than those of

the more advantaged. The result, may be that material objects retain

considerable importance for their own sake rather than for reasons of

social acceptance by lower than middle class children.

This assertion receives some support from laboratory findings.

MAsters & Peskay (1971) have shown that regardless of race, children

from lower socioeconomic backgrounds reward themselves more than do

children from middle classbackgrounds for performance and place a

higher value on these rewards. Results from discrimination learning

studies indicate that material reinforcers have greater effectiveness

for increasing performance in
(1ower

but not in middle class subjects

(Cameron & Storm, 1965(Teerell, 1958; Terrell, Durkin & Wiesley, 1959;

Terrell & Kennedy, 1957; Zigler & De Labry, 1962). Although conflict-

ing evidence has been provided by Spence and her coworkers (Spence,..

1970; Spence & Dunton, 1967; Spence & Segner, 1967) which challenges

the conclusions drawn from laboratory experiments, Spence (1972)

cabtions:

"While experimental evidence under consideration

may refute empirical generalizations that lower class

children perform better for material rewards...it does

little to challenge the contention that subctiltures

are not identical in their motivations and reinforce-
-,

sent systems and that these systems have important

implications lortLehavior. It is very possible that
A

in the larger scheme of things, material types of in-

centives do play a more central role in the lives of

the economically and culturally disadvantaged." (p. 1469)
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With regard to th evidence above, it seems important to examine

whether these differen in fact do really exist in terms of values

children of different socioeconomic status place on material things.

Ji
Sex Differences.

Results of studies of both children and adolescents indicate the

probability of differences in the value boys and girls placle on material

goers.) Evidence suggests that boys more than girls will value the

acquisition of material goods as ends in themselves, girls', however,

more than boys, will value material goods as instrumental means for

1

attaining social approvalsand social status.

Experimental results indicate early differences iaisoCial orienta-
,

tation between girls and boys which, persist throughout cilildhood and

into the adult years. In-infancy girls are mor'responsive to social
rr

stimulation (Moss)1967) whereas males exhibit greater interest in

objects and thdir manipulation (Bakan, 1466). Goodenclugh (1957 re-

ports that from ages 2 to 4 girls show greater social Orientation tha

boys in terms of their drawings of and comments about persons.

During the preschool and elementary school yearS girls tend to

be more affectionate, in rpersonal, affiliative and hurturant than

boys ( e.g. Kagan, 1964; Maccoby, 1966; Vroegh, 1968). Maccoby (1966),

in an extensive review of the literature on sex differences, indicates

that at all age levels, girls score significantly higher than boys

on need for affiliation, on social orientation, and'on sensitivity to

others. In addition, girls are more responsive to suggestion, more

sensitive to social expectations, more dependent in social reinforcement

S 24



situations: and more discriminative of socially approved behavioil

(Bakan, 1966;acE111966).

At thE. same time, during the years cf elementary school, girls

wishes surpass boys in the direction of social relationships, 'Mange

in physical appearance, and personal characteristics; boys' wishes

exceed those of girls in the area of self aggrandizement, Rersonal

achievement and possession

Havinghurst, et al., 1954;

adolescents, Douvan (1957)

would like to change about

while boys stress

(Abets, '1972; Cobb, 1954; Crandall, 1967;

Zeligs, 1942). In studies of young

reports that girls when'asked what they

themselves stress 16oks and,popularity

ternal personality changes and changes in ability.,

Douvan (1960) als6 found that for mature ego development, the culti-

vation of interpersonal skills is more important-for girls than it is

for boys.

These differences may be related to the fact that girls, in our

society, are subject to less parental and cultural pressure to,attain

status through achievement (e.g. Aberle & Naegele, 1952; Barry, Bacon,

& Child, 1957). Thus, during the years of middle childhood, boys

are more oriented to achievement and task accomplishment than are girls,

who are more oriented to affiliation tasks (Crandall, 1963). When

achievement is being stressed, boys tend to be task involved; on the

other hand, females are less task oriented and more concerned with the

resulting social approval (e.g. Crandall,& Rabson, 1960; Maccoby, 1966).

Moreover in our society, girls attain status which is derived and

4

which is dependent upon their husband's station in life (Bakan, 1966;

25



Garai & Schienfeld, 1968; Turner, 1962). It may be that largely for

this reason, because their status is more

girls'and women tend to be more conscious

attributed than earned, that

and jealous of status dis-

tinctions'than are boys or men (Garai & Schienfeld, 1968). These

differenceslaxist even at the elementary school level. Stendler (1949)

reports that girls becaltiaware earlier than boys about the symbolic

significance of material goods as indicators of status and prestige..

In summary, this evidence indicates-the probability that boys

will value the acquisition of material goods for their,o4n sake more

than will girls; girl's earlier than boys will value the acquisition of

material'goods as instrumental means for gaining social approval.
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HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses stated below have been formulated in accordance with

the conceptvaliration that material goods are valued because they are

perceived as instrumental means for the attainment of other values or

goals. ---Predictions are based on research evidence which suggests that

4,
the relative strength.of the goals which material goods are used to

attain shift as the child develops. .,These values will be 'depicted as

11r V
2

and V
3'

V
1 -i

ndicates goals which are intrinsic to the. nature or

purpose of the good itself such as fun, pleasure or comfort. V
2

in-
,

dicates goals which involve interpersonal contact .and the desire for

peer acceptance which results either from acquiring objects which

others own or from obtaining good's which others admire and wish to

'share. .V
3

indicates goals which involve the attainment of prestige which

results from the fact-of-possession of goods which are symbolic of social

status or of a social image.

,
A. Hypotheses dealing with the relatio .11..p of age and materialistic

values are:

le The relative strengtWofthe value of acquisition of material

goods as things to be.enjoyed far themselves (V
1
) as compared with -----___,

the value of direct attainment of social goals-(V2, V3) -without ,- ----x.

reference to material goods will decrease with age.-

Milt-afeTifically it is predicted that:

a) When given a choice between the acquisition of a material

good or the attainment of a social value, 8 and 11 year olds

will prefer the latter:option more than will 5 !tear olds.
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2. Older children more than younger children. will value material

goods as instrumental for attaining social acceptance (V7) or

status (V
3
).

More specifically it is predicted,that when given a choice

betweenvarious pairs of values (V1 and V2, V2 and Y3 or V1 and V3)

as reasons for desiring material goods:

a) _Jive year olds will choose V
1

m °I re than will 8 and 11 year

old .

b) Ei year olds will choose V
2

more than will 5 and 11 ye 'ar

olds.

c) Eleven year olds will choose V
3
more than will 5 and 8 year

olds.

3. Children's beliefs about the necessity of possession of material

goods for-attaining V
1'

V
2
and V

3
will change with age.

a) Five year olds more than 8 and 11 year olds will believe

that V
1
cannot be attained without material goods.

b) Eight and 11 year olds more than five year olds will believe

that V
2
cannot be attained without material goods.

c) Eleven year olds more than 5 and 8 year olds will believe

. that V
3
cannot be attained without material goods.

4. Children's beliefs about the .elation between the nossession of

V

material goods and the attainment of V
1,

V
2
_and V

3
will change with

age.

More specifically, it is predicted that when given information

.
that an individual possesses material goodt:

a) Five year olds more than 8 and 11 year olds will_associate

28
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posses ion with the attainment of V1.

/61 Eight year olds more than 5 and 114year olds will associate

possession with the attainment of V2.

c) Eleven year olds more than 5 and 8 year olds will associate

possession with ,the attainment of V-
t.

B. With regard to the hypothesis advanced above (A)' it is predicted

that the relationship between sex differences and materialistic

values will take the following form:

1. The relative strength of.the value of acquisition of material

goods as things to be enjoyed for themselves (V
1
) as compared

with the value of direct attainment of social goals (V2, v3).

without reference to material goods will be greater for boysa

than for girls,-

More specifically it is predicted that:

flY When given a choice between the acquisition of a material

good br,the direct attainment of a social value, boys more

than girls,willprefer the former option.

b) These differences will be greater for older than-for yolAnger

children.

Boys more than girls will value material goods as instrumental

for attaining V1. Girls more than boys will value- materialgoods-

as instrumental for attaining V2.

More specifically, it is predicted that when given a choice between

various pairs of values (V
1 or V2, V

2
or V3, V

1
or V

3
) as reasons

for desiring material goods:

a) Boys more than girls will choose V1.
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b) Girls more than boys //will choose V2.
/

c). The differences will be greater at younger -than at older ages.

3.' Girls more than boys will believe that material goods are necessary

for attaining V2 and
' '

V,:

More specifically, it is predicted that:

a) Girls more -gan/boys will believe that V
2

cannot be attained

without material goods .

'b) Girls more than boys_Will believe that V
3

cannot be attained

without material goods.

C. With regard-to the_ hypothesis,advanted above (A) it is predicted that

the relationship between socioeconomic status and materialistic

values will take the following form:

1. The relative strength of the value of acquisition of material

goods as things to be.enj9yed for themselves (V
1
) as compared

with the value of direct attainment .of social goals (V2, V3)
2' 3-

without reference,to material goods will be :greater for children

of low socioeconomic status than for chilften of middle socio-

economic status.

More specifically it is predicted that:

a) When given a choice between the acquisition of a material

good or the direct attainment of:a social value, children of

.
low socioeconomic status will prefer the former option more

than children from middle socioeconomic status.

b)' The differences will be greater for older than for younger

children.
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2. Lower clasp children more than mi'ddIPClass children will value

Mate:ifAl goods as instrumental for attaining Vi.

More'ssppcifically, it is predicted that when given a choice

between various pairs of values (V1 or V2, V2 or V3, V1 or V3)

as reasons for desiring material goods:
I.

a) Lower class more than middle class children will choose V
1

.

6
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PROCEDURE

There are two major aspects to this investigation. The

first will be the development and validation of an instrument

with which to assess materialistic values in children. The

second will be the use of this instrument to collect data in

ordeeto,test the hypotheses advanced for this study. These

two portions will he described below,

A. Instrument Development

Since at the present time there are no measures-available

,
which can be used to study materialistic values in a

principal pdrtion of this study.wilfinvolve the development of

an instrument which cah be used to test the hypotheses. As

previously explained, materialistid values are defined as

instrumental values; material goods are valued because it is

believed that their possession will lead to the attainment of

valued ends or goals. material goods are defined 'as classes of

objects which can be purchased with money.

Several ideas for designing-the instrument will be described

in this section. The following section will present an account

of the procedure for item development, refinement and validation.

At'-this time, it is anticipated that the final form of the

measure will consist of four scales, approximately ten questions

each, which will be individually administered to children. Each

scale will 3despned,to test one of the major hypotheses. The

scales wills.be d#signed to assess (1) the relative strength of

the value of acquisition7of material goods as compared with the

attainment of social values; (2) the relatii'm importance of three



factors as a badts.for valuing material goods. These factors

are values or goals which.material goods may be instrumental in

attaining; (3) beliefs abbUt the necessity of material goods for

attaining these goals; (4) beliefs about the relationship between

possession of material goods and the attainment of these goals.

Each of the scales will be described separately. For

each, item generating rules have been proposed and prototype items
4F

based on these rules are presented. In-addition, several alter-

native options for writing nuestioni are described for some of

the scales. If, during preliminary pilot work,-several options

prove useful.and appear to be providing different types of infor-

mation, they will be retained. However, if this is not thecase;

the better principle for generating items will be used for'the-final

measure.

It should be not d that where' appropriate, the items will

be accompanied by pic ures illustrating ihe.situations CieStriti44-.

-::_

The,pictures will j)e.used both to heighten interest and to decfease
---,

reliance on veibaliz tion and-abstract Memoryiby providing-a

reference point for the hild. Kt present, tt is anticipate

that this purpose will be served by using simple stick figure

illustrations. SiMple illustrations have advantages both in

terms of decreasing the amount of art work which wow be in-

volveil in developing more gemplex pictures and of minimizing

potential distractors_which may influence the child's responses..
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les for generating items

A description of each scale,including its Rurposg, rules,for

generating items and options for developing different, types of items

)

follows .

'Scale

- .

The purpose of this scale,'is to assess the relative-strength of- .

the, of material goods'as ends in ihethelves ascomparea with
.

social

141 .

ocial goals, without material goods,. The child willthe attainment of

be asked to state

following rule:

his/preference on items generated according torthe

P (1) has X

1? (2) as Y
3

Who Would you like to be?

.

o '

PJ1) and P (2) represent two different children. X represents a

material good. UN" will be depicted in general terms such 1,"a present,"
. . _

"getting something new," "buying something in the store." These general

terms will be used in order to control for the effect of prevtot ex-
,

_perience,-ownership, or preferences children may have with regard to

specific goods. However, in pretesting children will be ar;ked what

they associate with terms like "a present" in order to determine whether
.

these terms mean the same `thing to children at different age levels.

Specific classes of items might be included such as clothing,,games,
t.

toys, sports equipment.if phis proves feasible during pretesting. "Y"',

represents different aspects of social values' which will be referred.

. 'to in terms of behaviors or states such as "having friends," "going to
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a party." These goals have been founorto be highly regarded by

children in studies of the devtLopment of social values (e.g. Ausubel

and Sullivan, 1970; Guilford, Gupta & Goldberg, 1972).

An example of an item is as. follows:

This child is getting a present

`'This child is going to a party

Who would you like to be?

The, precise form of the question will be determined during pilot

work. fie-Alternative form of the query might beWhich do you like best?
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Scale II

The purpose of this scale is to assess'the relative strength of

three values which material goods are instrumental for attaining.

These ends or goals have been described previously. Several options

are proposed for developing items for this scale.

Option 1. Rules for generating items:

P gets X

Why is he happy; because of V1 pr V2?

P gets X

Why is he happy, because of V2 or V3?

P gets X

Why is he happy, because of V1 or V3?

P represents a person. X represents different material goods and will

be depicted in terms of general classes or specific types of objects

(e.g. clothes, electric trains). V
1

represents goals which are intrinsic

to the primary purpose of the good (fun, pleasure, enjoyment). V,

represents goals which are social in nature and involve group activity

and group acceptance (to play with the kids, to be part of the crowd):

V
3

represents goals of social recognition such as status, prestige or

social image which result from possession of goods which are symbolic

indicators (to he important, to be a "big shot", to be "with it").

Examples of items are as follows:

This boy got a new bike. Is he ':pinking

(1) This sure will be fun to ride! or

(2) Now I can play with the other kids who have bikes?

This boy got a set of electric trains. Is he thinking

(1) Now all my friends wil' want to come ?lay with me; or

'(2) Now all the kick will think I'm a "big shot '
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This man got a new car cost a lot of money.

Is he thinking

(1) This is certainly a comfortable car; or

(2) Now people will think I'm important.

Option II. The child will be asked to rate the importance of the

value0 for which material goods are desired. Rules for generating

items are as follows:

For example:

P got X

How much did he want X because, of V1? V2? V
3
9

This boy got a new bike. How much did he want the

bike because

(1) He could have fun going places on it

(2) He could play with the other kids who had bikes?

(3) The bike was real fancy and the kids thought

he was really lucky to have it.

The child would be asked to rate "how much" for each of these alternatives

by marking an X in one of three boxes differing in size from small to

large. .,In addition, the child will be asked-to provide reasons for his

ratings. The reasons will be objectively scored.
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Scale III /

The purpose of this scale is to asses how essential the child

believes material goods are for-attaining certain valued goals

(V1, V2, V3).- Several opt ms for items or this scale are described

below.

Option I. The child will be asked to indicate agreement or

disagreement with the following Statements.

Can you have V1 without X?

Can you have V2 without X?

Can you have V3 without X?

V1 repiesents goalsorvalues such as happiness, having fun, (icing

interesting things. V2 represents social values such as having

friends, going to lots of parties, having people like you.- V3

represents status or prestige such as to be.admired, to'be im-

portant, to be a "big shot". X represents "Aerial goods depicted

in terms of amounts, classes or snecific items such fts lots of

things, toys, a car.

For example, the child will be asked:

Can you have fun without lots of tons?

Can you be happy if you don't have nice clothes?

Will neople like you if you don't have the
same kind of games they do?

CIn you have lots of frienc4 if you don't have
things the kids like to play with?

Can you be an important person if,you don't
have a big house?

Can you be a big shot if you don't have an
expensive car?
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After indicating "yes'' or "no" to each of these questions, the

child will be asked the reasons for his answer. These open-ended .

responses will be explored during pilot work and, if possible,

they will be revised to constitute an alternative to replace the

oz.

"yes-no" options. If, however, oven -ended responses appear to be

the best plan for obtaining information; this approach will be

adopted along with an objective scoring system.

Option II. The child will be asked to indicate the extent to

which he thinks material goods are necessary to attain V1, V2, V3 by

marking boxes of different sizes. Items will be written according

to the following rule:

How much do you need X to have V1?

Now much do you need :Y to have V2?

How' much do you need X to have V3?

For example:

How many toys do you need to have good times?

How much do you have to have the same gores

the other kids have if you want toiplay with them?

How much do you need to have a big car to be an

important person?
.

Option III. The child will be asked to indicate which of

several alternatives is most important for attaining Vi, V2 or. V3.

P has V1 (or V2, or V3)

P has X and Y.

Which helped him most to get V1 (or V2 or V3)?

'X represents a material good depicted as either a class, amount or

type of object. Y is a behavior or state shich is a skill, attribute

or behavior which can be achieved independently of possession of
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material goods. An example of an item would be as follows:_

This child has good times.

.He has lots of games.

He tells funny jokes.

Which helped him most to have good times?

This child has lots of friends..

He helps the children with their school work.

He has toys all the kids like to play with.

Which helped him most to get lots of friends?

Everyone thinks this man is very important.

He has a big house.

He is smart.

Which one makes-people think he is important?

The response alternatives provided for these items will he in-

vestigated during preliminary tryouts to determine whether children

believe they are equally plausible ways of attaining these goals.

In addition, children's own ideas about how to reach V1, V2 and V3

will be explored and incorporated in the items.

Option IV. Another method with whiCh to assess the child's

beliefs about the relative importance of material goods as compared

with other more intrinsic behaviors or personal qualities for

achieving V', V.2 or V3 is by adapting a technique empldyed by

Rosenberg (1956). In his study adults rated a list of objects,

situations and behaviors on a scale of 710 to +10 in terms of

their perceived instrumentality for attaining or blocking the
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individualls previously stated values. For this adaptation three

alternative means for attaining a goal would be provided. The goal

would he an example of VI, V2, or V3 such as having fun, having

friends, being important. The child would he given three markers,

boxes differing in size from small to large and asked to place one

marker on each of three illustrations of the alternative ways

of reaching the goal. A training procedure would be instituted

to show the child that placing a small marker-on one picture in-

dicates that it is not as important for reaching the goal as

placing a large marker on that same picture.

Rules for generating items are as follows:

P has or wants V1 (V2 or V3).

P gets X.

P does Y.

P does Z.

Which will help him most to get V1 (V2 or V3)?

P represents a person. X is a material good. Y and Z are behaviors

or individual attributes which do not involve materialgoods.

For example:

This man is very important. Why do you think

he is important?

1) How much is it because he works hard?

2). How much is it becausethe has lots of expensive
things?

3) How much is it because he helps people?

The child would be told, "Now you put the. biggest box on the picture

that shows what you think made the man important. Now put the little

box on the picture that shows what helped only a little." During
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Scale IV

The purpose of this scale is to assess whether the child be-

lieves the possession of material goods are correlated with V1, V2

or V3. Several alternative options for generating items for this

scale will be described.

Option I. The child will be asked to indicate agreement or

disagreement with.the
following typei of statements.

P has X, does he have V1?

P has X, does he have V2?

P has X, does he have Vj?

2e
The notations V1, V2 and V3 have been explained previously.

Examples of these questions would be:

SA This child has lots of toys. Does he have fun?

I This child has lots of toys. Does he have lots,

w
.1v=

of friends?

IF
This child has lots of toys. Do the kids think

zi
he is important?

After
indicarlfig "yes-no" to each of these qaestions, the child

will be asked the reasons for his'agswers. These open-ended re-

sponges, as -indicated previously, will he explored during pilot

work and, if possible, they w1/11,be revised to constitute alter-

natives to replace the "yes-nv options." if open-ended responses

,appear to be the best plan for obtaining
inforMation, this approach

will be adopted and an objective scoring system will he devised.

Option II. To assess the extent to which material roods are

associated, with V1, 'V2 and V3 the child will hey asked to rate items

generated according to the followin,t rule:

.1 3



P doesn't haveVI (V2, V3).

P gets X.

Did P get V1, (V2, V3)?

How much?

The child will be asked to place a mark is either a small, medium

or large box. For example:

This child doesn't have interesting times. He
got a new game. How many interesting times do
you think he has-now?

This child doesn't have many friends to play with.

He got a_game that all the kids,liked and wished
they had. How many friends do you think he has
to play with now?

Option III. Another techniqUe for assessing the child's*be-

liefs with regard to the relationship between material goods and

V1, V2 and V3 is to 'give the child information-about two individuals

in terms of the fact that they possess diffeivnt types or amounts

of material goods. He will be asked to .infer the extent to which

these individuals have attained V1, V2 and V3 soley on the basis of

information about material possessions. The paradigm is an adap-

tation of the technique used by Asch (1955) in studies with adults

of impression formation and similar to the methods used by Stewart

(1958) and Stendler (1949) for tudying children's social per-

ceptions.

Rules for generating items are as follows:

P(1) has X (1)

P(2) has X (2)

Who has VI (V2, V3?)
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P (1) and (2) are two different persons. X (1) and X (2) are

different amounts or-types of material goods (lots of toys, not many

toys', a big fancy cat, a small car).

An example of an item based on this paradigm is aS followi:

This child has, lots of toys.

This child has only a few toys.

Who do you think has more friends?

Why?

This option will call for open-ended yesponses, which if

possible will be incorporated into objective alternatives. If thiS

s not possible, an objective scoring system will be devised based

on [a content analysis.
4
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Item Develquenta.Refinement and Validation.

The steps outline below will be followed in order to develop,

refine and validate the instrument described above.

1. For each of the scales items will be developed based on the-
n

principles and options delineated.

2. Intensive individual interviews will be conducted with 30 I
children representative of those to be sampled in the final study.

These interviews will be conducted in an effort to determine

children's reasons for their responses to questions in order

.to'refine items, write new items, and to decide the best rule

generating options for questions for each of the scales.

Theiinterviews will be conducted with regard to the following

considerations:

a) Comprehensibility: The ability of children of different

ages to understand the questions will be ,determined by

asking the child what key words in the question mean and

by-asking'them to give reasons for their answers.

b) Appropriateness of the wordings of the items: In order

to determine whether items are worded appropriately with

regaid to general references to material goods, (e.g.

"a present" children will he asked what they associate with

these terms.- If children's answers to these questions are

based on the fact that their, association to these words are

quite different, the general references to material goods

will ,be made less ambiguous. In addition, the words used

in the prototype items, such as those to depict status, like

. 16
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"important", a 1134-shot" will be changed if children

indicate that the words they use when referring to these

states are different.

t) Appropriateness of response options for each item:

Children's reasons for their answers will be used to

determine whether choices in paired comparison situations

are appropriate in terms of being equally attractive.

. Face Validity

In order to estimate the face validity of the questions, several

judges, knowlddgable about children (e.g. a professor of child

development, a teacher, a psychometrician) will be asked to

rate thejndividual items on each scale as poor, fair or good

with regard to each of the following considerations:

a) Appropriateness otthe item: Is the item written according

to the principles set forth forgenerating questions on each

scale?

b) The appropriateness of the items for children: DoesIthe

item depict a situation that is meaningful or Within the
0

realm of experience of elementary school children and which

will be equally meaningful for children of different age, sex

and see background?

c) Comprehensibility -of the items: Is the item written at

a level ofiompiexity.which is within the comprehension of

a five year old?

Judges will be asked to note criticisms of individual items

and to suggest revisions. An average rating will be com7uted

based on the considerations listed above. Items which are rated
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"good" by all three judges will be retained." In addition, the

judges will le asked to rate the total set of items on each scale /

. 4

with regard to the adequacy of 4e pool for sampl' q various aspects

of the construct ulder investigation.

4. Formal Pretesting

After items have been imprOved with regard to the considerations

outlined above,.an experimental form of the instrument will

be dministered to a sample Of 60 Children'representative of

th popalationto be used in the final phase,of the study. In

or er to further refine the measures, the folloeing analyses

will be computed:

a) Distributioh of responses for ea-h item for the total sample

of children will be analyzed. Items for which more than

80% of the children give the same response will be

eliminated in order to increase the variance of responses

and to increase item correlation.

b) Factor analysis. In order to increase the homogeneity of

the items in terms of identifying items which are closely

related, a factor analysis for each scale. will be computed..

Observation of the fact' structure within each scale will -

allow identificationof clusters of items which are largely.

measuring the -same thing. Items with a high,loadini on

factors will be scrutinized to judge whether they reflect

the construct they are designed to measure., Items which do

not load high will also be scrutinized in orde to examine

problems inwording or to determine what else they are

measuring.
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'After comple7tion of the procedure outlined above, the final

form of the standard instrument will he shown to the members of

the committee for their comments and suggestions. After ,these

have been incorporated into the instrument and the approval of the

committee members is obtained, a standard instrument will be ad-

ministered in order to test the hypotheses advanced for this study.



B, Data Collection

Subjects. A total of 120 boys and girls, aged 5, 8 and 11 will

be given the instrument. H alf of the subjects will be from middle

class and half from lower class socioezonmic-backgrounds. Socio-

economid status will be determined on the basis of the type of

neighborhood in which the child lives and the type of school he

attends. If information about father's occupation is available, the

Stern SF.S rating scale (1966) developed at the UCLA Early Childhood

Research Center will be used.

At this time, it is anticipated that only white children

be used in the sample. However, if this stipulation proves difficult

to meet, then it is possible that the sample will include black

children. It is recognized that this will present theoretical prob-

lems in terms of separating out the variables of race and socio-

economic class in the interpretation of the results. However, in

reality, race and socioeconomic class are confounded in our society.

Therefore, the data will still provide an adequate picture of the

development of materialistic values in these different groans.

Administration of the Instrument -Subjects will he randor4Ty-

selected from kindergarten, third and sixth grade classes. The

instrument will be individually administered. Althoueh at this time

it is not possible to predict the exact time needed for testing,

it is anticipated that it will be approximately 20-30 minutes.

of^the Data. Several options are available for

analeing the data and will be adopted depending on the finalized

version of the measuring instrument.
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(1) In order to determine the reliability of the instrument

a split half technique will be used.

(2) 113 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance, complete factorial design

(3 levels of age, 2 levels of sex, 2 levels of socioeconomic status)

will be carried out for scores on each of the scales in order to

test the hypotheses with regard to age, sex, and socioeconomic

status differences.

(3) If they are available, measures of mental ability will

be used as a covariate to control for the effect of this variable

on obtained differences.
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